Von Schoenheit und Semmelknoedeln - Chansons by Peter Tilch

English translations by P. T. and Kathryn Jo Brown

Apology: The German texts involve a lot of puns that cannot be translated. Some explanations will unfortunately be inevitable.


About Beauty and Dumplings


1. Thinking makes you ugly

Most importantly, you've got to be good looking/ If you want to get somewhere in this world/ And anyone can be good looking nowadays/ It just takes some effort and some money.
I don't need to tell you anything about fashion/ Or fitness or make up, that's all well known/ But still your beauty is threatened/ By something, that is rarely talked about.
Watch out, you already look a bit pale: Thinking makes you ugly.

Thinking gives you that 'sharp look' (clear vision)/ That only irritates other people/ You can be as pretty as you want, but if you don't pay attention, / And all of a sudden you start to think,/ Then it happens.
Thinking gives you that sharp tongue/ And if you're otherwise so soft and smooth, it doesn't match/ Even if you get thinner, you'll be harder to bear/ Because your sentences will gain more and more weight.
Just remember that, and other than that be forgetful: Thinking makes you ugly.

Most importantly, you've got to be good looking forever/ If you want to stay successfull in this world/ And once you have made it and you are good looking and you are someone/ You have to watch out that it lasts as long as possible.
If you get a tummy, you can work out/ If your hair turns grey, dye it/ If you get wrinkles, have an operation/ But that's not enough.
Getting older is a sin that can be forgiven. But thinking makes you ugly.
But then - you're doing great, honey, anyone can see: You are sooo beautiful.


2. A Man's Honour

I was the perfect example of a tough man/ I was full of strength and courage and hardness/ Whatever I did, everyone saw I could really do it/ I loved leather jackets and five o'clock shadows/ The chicks all lay at my feet/ But suddenly my fate changed/ And no girl wants to even greet me now/ My c.v. as a hero has ended.
I have publicly been seen, when once in a swimming pool I took a warm shower/ When I look back, I can't believe it/ How stupidly I ruined my reputation/ If you want people to think of you as a strong guy/ When it comes to showering, you have to boldly freeze.

The whole town started to laugh at me/ And so  I had to move on, to the west/ If you have to start from scratch again/ Moving on usually serves you best/ Soon I grew back to my old greatness/ Became the king of my quarter once more/ That made me happy, but too early/ And soon it was all ruined again.
I have publicly been seen, when I was just understanding a woman/ The guys around me couldn't believe it/ When I left, nobody even shook my hand/ If you don't want to loose your honour as a man/ Next to a female, you have to block your brains.

Many years have past since/ And many things I've seen/ My son, look at me, see my hair/ Many things have made it go pale/ I have learned that it doesn't really matter/ When people laugh at you every now and then/ Because this manlyness is not important/ Other things matter in live.
My son, if you like to take a hot bath/ And listen to your girlfriend, when she speaks/ As long as you don't harm other people/ All that won't affect your honour/ Because your still manly in your heart/ As long as you don't forget about your pride/ As long as you know what's really important/ As long as you remember the one thing/ As long as you never pee sitting.
(Note: "warm shower taker", "woman understander" and "sitting pisser" are colloquial German expressions for a weak man or a looser)


3. Hearing disorder

I've got a problem with my ears/ I noticed a couple of years ago/ It's not too bad, believe me/ I can easily live with it/ Some people can't see colours/ "Achromatopsy", as the Greek call it/ Some have an issue with their noses/ And they can't, so they say, smell anything.
My hearing problem is comparably small/ No reason to bother the doctors/ On the contrary, I quite like it/ I just can't hear the nonsense anymore.

I noticed it for the first time/ When there was an electional debate on TV/ I didn't hear a thing, turned up the sound/ Till my neighbour shouted through the thin walls/ That I should turn the sound down/ I thought that was strange/ Asked him to come over, and he said/ The TV was working just fine.
But I couldn't hear a word, just saw some arrogant men/ That probably said how great they were/ Then I realized, it was my fault/ I just couldn't hear the nonsense anymore.

Of course, at first I thought there's something wrong/ And visited an ENT/ He took some tests, saw the problem/ And said: Go home and be happy/ And really, if for example someone calls my phone now/ Because he wants to sell me something/ My heart gets peaceful and relaxs./ The receiver is so wonderfully quiet.
And then all the beautiful women/ My God, how they attract me now/ I just love it, when they move their lips/ And not a word can be heard.

Ever since, I go to church again/ Because it's so calm and quiet in there/ But the other day I was shocked, when a voice/
Came down all of a sudden, like a roaring thunder/ God himself spoke to me: "You arrogant sinner/ Admit it, you're just vain and proud/ Don't think, you're better than the others/ I made you all out of the same wood".
And I fell to my knees and said: "Dear Lord/ Forgive me, I didn't know that bothered you!"/ And I think that calmed him down. At least/ I've not heard a word from him since.


4. Let's stay friends

You say, you don't want to see me that often any more/ So our roads finally part/ You've got enough, I can understand it/ We're breaking up, but let's do it in a good way/ My motto is: never exaggerate.
Let's stay friends.

Of course, I regret some things/ And sure, there were things I did wrong. For example, that incident with your little puppy/ I really shouldn't have killed it/ And that thing with your car/ Apparently it was still fairly new/ But who knows, might have been good for something/ You might have hurt yourself with it some day. And it already had had some scratches in the windscreen.
Let's stay friends.

Sorry for that cigarette, that I once forgot in your house/ But now you've got a new house, and I'm sure you're not gonna miss your old neighbours/ And sorry for the couple of bruises/ And for that little syphilis. So what./ But ever since, I never cheated on you again/ At least not without protection/ My motto is: never exaggerate.
Let's stay friends.

I'm sorry you're broke now/ But that's only partly my fault/ It was you that gave me all that money/ And was then so stupidly patient/ But you, you really hurt me/ I'm miserable, as I never was before/ You broke my poor, old heart/ But yet, I want to forgive you one more time/ We can write each other eventually.
Let's stay friends.


5. Today we repeat the future

Years ago, I learned a foreign language/ Although it can't be actually called 'learning'/ Most things I've forgotten/ But one lesson I still remember well/ The teacher talked about an upcoming exam/ For which we were to be prepared/ That's why he wanted to go through everything again/ In the following manner:
Today we will repeat the future/ Tomorrow we are going to do the past/ Please do the present yourselves/ Because we don't have enough time to repeat that.

Honey, when we look in each other's eyes/ With gestures that show affection/ And when we assure each other once again/ That we will love each other tomorrow, too/ Or when we hurt each other and think/ That we can't possibly forgive each other now/ But one day it might be possible/ Then these words come to my mind:
Today we repeat the future/ Tomorrow we are going to do the past/ And if doing so, the present is neglected/ There's no time to repeat that.

And if once you end up as Secretary of State/ That can happen to anybody nowadays/ Hold on to that golden rule/ And at least you're not going to make a fool of yourself/ Only say, what you plan to do tomorrow/ And change your past, if you must/ Then today you'll have your hand at the pulse of time/ As long as tomorrow you say that yesterday you knew nothing of it.
Today we repeat the future/ Tomorrow we will do the past/ And if doing so, present is neglected/ There's no time to repeat that. Today we repeat the future/ Tomorrow we will do the past/ And allways bear in mind: There is just no present now.


6. Our politicians get increasingly better looking

The bad things in this world get worse and worse/ That's the way it is, and probably always was/ But especially in the days of the biggest desperation/ You must not oversee the tiniest light on the horizon/ Oh friends, just look at that, and raise your hearts/ There's one thing that's getting better and better and is getting good:
Our politicians get increasingly better looking/ Look at the posters and TV screens/ Even at the most ridiculous debate, they are wearing matching ties/ As perfectly knotted as can be/
And also the women get more and more elegant/Because they have realised by now/ Only he who likes to see the colour of your mouth/ Wants to see you in parliament/ The country is beautiful too, after all.

Years ago, you could see dreadful hairdos/ And sometimes moist spots on the shirts/ But now, they have learned to sit/ And not to sweat doing so/ Even in the biggest crisis/ No one will scratch his head and doing so, ruin his doo now/ And also the posture is never bent in thought now/ But always straight and upright, which proves:
Our politicians get increasingly better looking/ And voting for them is much easier than it used to be/ As no one really understands what they talk about anyway/ Choosing by their looks seems pretty fair/ And our politicians get increasingly smarter/ Because now they realise what the voters really want/ If our country gets ruined, and probably soon the whole planet/ Let's at least let it happen in style.
And if there's someone looking a bit feeble at the end of days - we'll never vote for him again.


7. No woman sits like you do

Some pretty women are only pretty/ Because nature gave them such beautiful hair/ Others are mainly attractive/ When they raise their breasts while inhaling/ Some simply have long legs/ And some know how to walk like Heidi Klum/ But you,you are the only one for me/ And may I tell you why?
No woman can sit like you./ Relaxed and elegantly, but still straight/ Too precious to ever get up/ Even if the others try hard and stretch around/ Sitting next to you, they almost look disgusting/ Love stroke me like a flash of lightning/ I'm in love with the way you sit.

But anyway, we never got together/ Back then, when I saw you first/ You sat there, somewhere seated in an office/ I almost asked you, "Wanna come with me?"/ I already walked up to you, but stopped/ If you were to say "no", that would be my end/ But if you were to say "yes", it would be even worse:/To come with me, you'd have to get up...
And no woman can sit like you.Relaxed and elegantly, but still straight/ Too precious to ever get up/ Even if the others practice 12 hours a day/ They cannot change my judgement/ I love you, I'm not joking, I love the way you sit.

And later on, I saw you at the station/ The underground train came, filled with fools/ Because you got on and you had to stand/ And nobody offered you a seat/
Of course, I realised you have a boyfriend/ And when I saw you kiss, I almost died/ But still, there is a little hope in me/ That one day, he will leave and "let you sit" (Note: German expression for "break up with s.b.")
And no woman can sit like you...and when one day I offer you a fairy tale castle/ It's going to be furnished only with chairs and benches/ There, you'll never have to work again/ You'll just sit around/ I'll love you till I die, that is promised/ At least, whenever you are sitting.


8. Annuity insurance

She was incredibly pretty and sat across from me/ Her eyes looked at me warmly/ And when she talked, I stared amazed at her lips/ That moved so softly and yet strong, as in a dance/ She seemed to look through me, really know me/ She knew about my doubts and all my sorrows/ And her voice was so sweet and talked about the future/ And took away my fears about tomorrow/
She said, "Here and now buy from me:
An annuity insurance. This is the chance of a lifetime/ I will give you fantastic conditions/ Believe me, you'll never regret it/ The time is perfect, don't hesitate/ If you don't have much money, have courage/ And one day, when you're old and feeble and week/ Then everything will be fine."

And her words touched me deep in my heart/ Never before had a woman/ Taken such good care of me/ And wanted so much of what I had to share/ I knew that was destiny/ In her sweet hands she held that contract/ That was bound to bind us forever/ And I knew right away what I wanted/ I wanted nothing more than that.
Now and here I'll buy from her
That annuity insurance. This was the chance of a lifetime/ She gave me the best conditions/ I knew I'd never regret it/ The time was right, I didn't hesitate/ I had no money, but courage/ And one day, when I'm old and feeble and weak/ Everything will be fine.

One day I'll finally look back/ When my days of youth will have past/ All my lovers and friends will be gone/ Gone for good like dust in the wind/ It was only an hour that had bound us together/ How important that was, I will only fully realise then/ Then your picture will rise again in my heart/ And your words I will never forget:
Now and here...
And one day, when I'm old and feeble and weak, everything will be fine/ One day, when I'm old and demented and labile/ Everything will be fine.


9. Lost My Mobile Phone

Walkin' down my street alone, nobody talks to me/ Once I had friends, don't know where they are now/ Walkin' down my street alone/ And my mouth is shut and silent/ Nobody talks to me, and I'm not askin' why/ Once I had had it, I don't have it anymore/ My destiny now is loneliness, my destiny is hard/ Nobody can reach me, nobody knows where I am/ It's too late to change that, so I accept it/ Maybe tomorrow, when a new day rises/ I can do something about it, but for now, it's dark and night/ No word of comfort reaches my heart, not even my ears/ And it's all my own fault: I lost my mobile phone.

Yesterday, the sun was shining, I was well respected/ People just saw my thing and saw its worth/ Yesterday, the sun was shining, and the thing reflected the light/ It had the perfect size and weight/ Yesterday I still had it, don't have it anymore/ My destiny now is modesty, my destiny is hard/ Nobody looks up to me, nobody knows what once I had/ It's at an unknown place, that unfortunately I forgot/ Maybe tomorrow, when a new day rises/ Someone else will find it, God beware/ He'll use it at my expense, the thought makes me angry/ But it would be well deserved: I lost my mobile phone.

And my mama says to me: "Son, take it easy/ There are other things in life/ And mankind made its biggest achievements/ When there wasn't even telephone/ That Michael and that Angelo where never with 'O2' (phone company)/ And Shakespeare not with 'Vodafone' (other phone company)/ And Goethe has seen many things in his life/ But never read a text message/ But Mama, even if Mozart never booked any flatrate/ And if Schubert never looked for a keylock/ Which deep masterpieces would they have created/ If they had known what it felt like to lose a mobile phone.

Walkin' down my street alone, I lost my way/ And I know, if that goes on, my soul's battery will be empty soon/ Walking down my street alone, no app tells me where to go/ And the only remaining thing in my head is that now useless PIN/ I would like to know, how everything worked/ Before homo sapiens got attached to the strings of the network/ How did people meet, when there were no chatrooms?/ And how could you tell before Facebook who's a friend and who isn't?/ I would like to know how everything was/ Back then in that remote age before Wikipedia/ The answer is so close, and here my Blues start over again:/ I would like to google all that, but lost my mobile phone.


9. Surfaces

A friend took me to the sea for diving/ With oxygen tank and all that fancy stuff/ Soon we were down in the deep/ And looked at that marvellous world there/ Everything was beautiful and stunning/ So we went deeper and deeper/ But than I spotted a strange looking animal/ With a pretty huge jaw...
Let's get back to the surface/ I frankly admit, I'm scared/ If we stay down here, something might happen/ And it's too d-d-d-d-dangerous.

I got to chat with a pretty woman/ We talked about the weather and sports/ About zodiak signs, which ones we were/ Then our talking started to carry us away/ Our looks and thoughts became deeper/ Our souls started to vibrate/ Than a man walked up, 7 feet tall/ She said: May I introduce my husband?
Let's get back to the surface/ I frankly admit, I'm scared/ If we go on like that, something might happen/ And that's too d-d-d-dangerous.

And later on, I went to analysis/ And every week I laid on my shrink's sofa/ I spread out my whole life before him/ The first kiss, the first time, the first moped/ And then he explained my fears to me/ And analysed every little bit of my vitae/ He showed me clearly, how it all developped/ And showed me the abyss of my soul.
Doctor, let's get back to the surface/ I frankly admit, I'm scared/ If we go on, I might have to change something/ And that's too d-d-d-dangerous.

People started to say, I was a coward/ I couldn't let that happen/ So one night I went to the graveyard/ Just to prove to myself how brave I was/ And bravely I stood there, it was really dark/ The churchbell rang, I counted 11,12 strokes/ Then it was quiet. But suddenly it seemed/ As if there was someone singing from underneath...
Let's get back to the surface/ We'll teach him, what it means to be really scared/ He thinks, on the surface he'd be safe/ But now it's getting dangerous...


11. The Woman of My Dreams

When I was a boy, I was completely in love/ With a woman, that didn't really exist/ I loved to dream for hours about her/ Despite her being only an imagination./ She was incrediby pretty and super intelligent/ And her tenderness was a pinkish sky blue/ She new me better than one knows one's self/ She was a dream and most of all, a woman.
The problem was, she filled my life completely/ She filled all of my heart and of my head/ Soon there was no more room for anything else/ But only that one imaginary girl.
She was a dream.

The other girls, I stood them up/ School soon did the same with me (Note: In German "being let sitting" means both being broken up with and failing a year in school)/ I was the subject of many, many jokes/ But I was happy, because I was always with her./ There was nothin in life I wanted more/ I psychologist was called to free my mind/ But I couldn't let him succeed/ No talking and no pills could help.
She was a dream.

My case seemed to be hopeless/ But whoever is in a similar situation, don't worry/ For in the end, I finally got cured/ And how that happened? I simply met her.
End of the dream.
And the moral to this dreamy story:/ Don't oversleep your dreams (Note: "don't oversleep" in German means "don't let go by unnoticed", "miss")


12. His Very First Whitehead

When suddenly he realised, he was not only a child anymore/ He felt the strengh within him of a thousand hobby-horses/ And was proud of himself and glad, for it looked/ As if his body finally started to become that of a man/ The school bathroom mirror's reflection brought the news/ Accompanied by the sound of distant drizzling in pissoirs/ An unexpected climax decorated his face/ It was his very first whitehead.

Then he grew up, but inside he remained small/ He was a man now, but his heart a stone/ So he tried to be successfull, rich and handsome/ And he achieved all that, since he never had any qualms/ He glanced happily at his first sports car/ As it stood there, sparkling red, decorated with nickel/ And endless pride filled his heart again/ Like it did back then, with his very first whitehead. 

But yet, he who is successful is always in the light/ Even if nobody really loved him, he was beloved/ He was a star at parties and a celebrity people talked about/ On TV they frequently showed his now super smooth face/ And everybody said: "He is so funny and charming/ There must be a trick for all that eloquence/ He can express himself so well, where did he learn that?"/ Maybe with his very first whitehead. 
(Note: "express" in German can also be used for "squeezing out" something)

But than the hour came, that Death had provided for him./ "Please, let me take one of my worldly riches with me!/ A souvenir to all the things that mattered in my life!"/ So he prayed, and Death laughed horribly./ "Your wish is small, so it may be granted/ Come with me now, you're in my power!"/ And so he passed away. But mysteriously in his grave he grew/ A very last whitehead.



13. The Reset-Button

I have a new TV through which I see the world now/ I bought it only recently and set it up myself/ I read the manual carefully, and all the instructions/ I know all the details now, and all the functions/ The picture can be set brighter or darker, if you want/ And more focused or colourful, or slower, or still./ The sound can be canged, so it sounds like a concert hall/ Or as if it was muffled with blankets, you have the choice./ My favorite is a certain button, rather small and incidental/ That changes everything back to the original settings./
Then everything is like it was originally/ It was not bad, actually good/ Before we started to change it/ Without the manipulations, without the configurations/ Long live the reset-button!

We love each other quite strongly and already for quite a long while/ I hold you tight and you hold me/ It's sometimes almost scary/ We got aquainted to each other, gave each other roles/ Adjusted to each other and worked on that a lot/ Getting to know each other was a process of learning/ So now we know quite well/ How one wishes to see the other/ And what we have to change/ And there's a setup menu hidden in our brains/ Where we fidge around and press the buttons/ When you say that you love me, I still believe you/ But something there is different now/ With the colour and the sound/
Everything is different than it was/ In the beginning it was great/ Do you remember what we had?/ Without the manipulations, without the configurations/ Where again was that reset-button?

As naked little dwarfs we are all born/ And the original setup is usually quite alright/ We look at things openly and don't judge/ We look around and hardly know the difference between "me" and "you"/ Then from all sides we are told, what's good and what is bad/ And so we set up the eyes, see everything as we are supposed to/ We change the brightness and the contrast/ We programme favourites and filter things out/ And if there's something we don't want to see at all/ We simply erase the channel/ I know, no picture enters my brain/ That I haven't already changed while looking at it.
My vision of this world I've fidged with quite a lot/ And blocked with all kinds of things/ So many manipulations, so many configurations/ Where again was that reset-button?


14. The Quest


There's a quest I will fulfill/ My path is leading me there/ The day will came, when suddenly I'll see/ What I was born for/ There's a quest somewhere/ That's waiting just for me/ I know, I wasn't born for no reason.

Maybe I will defeat a dragon/ Free captured princesses/ Maybe I will sing the highest notes/ Or be the king of a great country/ Maybe I will find the deepest wisdom/ Maybe I'll possess the strongest sword/ Already today, I can proudly announce/ Whatever it's going to be, I will be worthy

There's a quest I will fulfill...

Maybe I will save the planet Earth/ Maybe I'll fly at least to Mars/ Defeat an alien, a fat one/ And tell him, "Beat it, friend, it's over now"./ Maybe I'll sail across all seven seas/ Or maybe I'll even cross eight/ The quest is going to be hard/ My destiny knows, whom it's for.

There's a quest I will fulfill...

The years go by. And nothing happens/ I'm sure that's only so I can mature/ So that my eye will be really ready then/ That I will be able to see the higher meaning/ The years go by. My head's already clearer/ That is, the black hair is slowly turning grey/ However great I was at the beginning, now I'm... at least more truthful/ And soon I will be ready, I know:

Then I will understand the word "Aufgabe" (Note: Aufgabe" in German can both mean "quest" or "giving up")/ It can have several meanings/ Then I will look at my picture of myself/ And throw it in the corner/ There it is, my "Aufgabe"/ I'm looking forward to it/ Then I'll take my pomposity/ And finally give it up.


15. Summer in Bayreuth

(Note: This is full of musical quotations of Wagner's "Leitmotive" and of names of characters in his works. Here, the names and lyrical quotes will be written in capitals, their other meanings, implied by the context here in brackets.)

Yes it was summer, even a nice one/ The sun was bright and the air looked clean/ The sky was high and blue and great/ And did everything a sky is supposed to do/ And blue was the sea, and it waved gently/ And did everything a sea usually does./ I was dwelling at coasts far away/ Then I saw the evening star/ I felt a longing as big/ As a portion of Franconian pork shoulder with dumplings/ And tears sneaked into my eyes/ As liquid as the river Red Main/ And oh, my heart felt heavy/ As heavy as a barrel of Kulmbacher beer (Note: Brewery in Franconia and sponsor of the Bayreuth festival)

It was summer and I wasn't in Bayreuth./ I went to see the world/ Where I liked a lot of things/ And yet, in my heart I felt remorse/ It was summer, and I wasn't in Bayreuth.

I met a girl, that seemed to love me/ But she seemed to be as pretty as she was stupid/ When I talked about the Dutchman's "FRIST" (deadline)/ She only looked at me so TRISTAN (sadly)/ Then I thought, this woman/ Might not even know RIENZI (one of Wagner's early works). / She so wanted a ring from me/ And finally, I offered her one/ She looked at it briefly, stopped smiling/ And started to cry/ Then I heard a lot of swear words/ Although it was the RING recording by Thielemann (Bayreuth's current musical head)/ I also don't know, what upset her, when I praised WALDVOEGELN (screwing in the forest).

It was summer and I wasn't in Bayreuth...

It was the hot season/ So soon I met another maiden/ I saw her approach from far/ And thought to myself: MY DEAR SWAN/ Two beautiful eyes and/ A purple red TELRAMUND (mouth)/ So many attractions, beyond number/ For example, her KURWENAL (all her curves)/ You want me to tell you more?/ At night, I dreamed about TIT-UREL/ She came closer, had almost walked by me/ I thought, she might still be FREIA (free)/ I so wanted to make her aquaintance,/ That gently I called out to her:
HUISSA!
She turned around in surprise. I said, "Have no fear, I'll not offer you a RING, but my GURNEMANZ wants to FRICKA you." She asked, "Who?" I said, "Well, ERDA (He there). She looked at me full of WOTAN (anger) and acted FLOSSHILDE (took off). That did not make me FROH (happy). Had I FASOLT (talked) to much? Was this all for her too ALBERICH (stupid)? Oh, you prude wide world, kiss my AMFORT-ASS!!!

Next summer, I'll go back to Bayreuth...
If you want to see the world, everyone will understand it/ But be careful not to regret it./ It was summer and I wasn't in Bayreuth/ Not even in Salzburg/...Next summer I'll go to Bayreuth again.


16. Bavarian Bread Dumplings

Take 10 old rolls without poppy or sesame, or old white bread, cut it in slices. Pour half a liter boiling milk on top, cover it, let it sit for half an hour. Take a big onion, chop it in small pieces, fry it, add chopped parsley, add some chopped lemon peel, add some salt, mix everything well with three eggs, yes, dear gentleman, you heard correctly, with three eggs (Note: in German, "eggs" also means "nuts/ balls"). Moisten your hands, and form some dumplings. Put them in a big pot with boiling salt water. When they swim up to the surface, reduce heat. Let the dumplings sit for 20 minutes, partly covered. Let them sit. (Note: German "ziehen lassen" can be "let s.th sit" in cooking, or else, let s.o. go in relationships).
Let them go, let them go.











 

